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From: Jolliffe, Graham (UK) <graham.jolliffe2@baesystems.com>
Sent: 20 June 2018 12:21
To: Councillor Susan Whittam; Stephen Harris; Iain.Fowler@wainhomes.net; 

john.nicolaparker@yahoo.co.uk; Parker, John F (UK Warton MAI FCAS Programme)
Subject: RE: Barton Issues

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi All, 
 
Sorry for the slight delay in sending this out ; PC problems this morning. 
 
If we could use the list below as an outline of topics to cover that would be great. Clearly there may be some where 
it is sensible /easy to group. Of course if there are any items from any party that could be useful added please feel 
free to do so. 
 
Many thanks again to Stephen and Iain for organising the venue. 
 
Best regards 
 
Graham 
 

 Wainhomes 

  
1 a Zebra crossing or two along A6 
2 a road chicane system on Station lane 
3 a traffic light system at the junction of Station lane to the A6 

4 to propose a possible plan for residential cycles paths around 
the village (NB not the A6 lanes which LCC should re-paint)  

5 planting of trees and shrubs to screen housing 

6 better open space in new development (nature areas/formal 
flower beds/features?) 

7 a better mix of properties on developments (not just pepper 
potting) 

8 scheme to give young Barton residents better rates to buy a 
starter home in Barton 

9 a considered look at a village heart or centre (focal point) 
10 Can we encourage medical facilities provision 

11 considered view on commercial provision and their location 
(retail unit ; any interest?) 

12 At developments North and South we need a designated 
parking spot for Police speed camera vehicle ONLY.  
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